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Tuesday 14th September 2010

Mastering
Operational Risk
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Agenda

Operational risk: How to break it down

Is the CEO the operational risk manager?

Business benefits of operational risk

Operational risk and people risk

Advancing the OR framework: Qualitative 
modelling
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Operational Risk: 
How to break it down?

The challenge: break down OR so that it is 
meaningful and digestible

We considered a number of possibilities:

The Framework, Putting the framework to work 

History, Framework, Putting it to work

History, Framework, Putting it to work, 
Mitigation, Business case
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OR: Breaking it down

Part 1: Setting the scene
What is OR?, The Business case

Part 2: The Framework
Governance, RCA, Events and losses, Indicators

Part 3: Advancing the framework
Reporting, Modelling, Stress tests and scenarios

Part 4: Mitigation and assurance
Business continuity, Insurance, Internal audit

Part 5: Practical operational risk management
Outsourcing, People risk, Reputation risk
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What is operational risk?

Operational Risk
(including Strategic Risk)
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Who does operational risk?

RISK 
OWNERS
Business 
operations

RISK 
OVERSIGHT
Eg: Risk, 
compliance, 
legal, health & 
safety, IT 
security, etc

Risk Committee

B O A R     D

Audit Committee

RISK 
ASSURANCE
Internal and 
external audit
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Board

Leadership

Culture

Tone from the top / tune in the middle

Strategy and objectives

Appetite

Risk Committee
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Risk taking and risk oversight

Risk is a concept not a function

Risk taking

Who’s involved?

Risk oversight

Who’s involved in risk oversight?

Why should risk functions be independent?

Who should the operational risk function 
report to?
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Risk assurance

Independent

Role of external audit

Internal audit

Objectives

Status and position in the firm

� Audit Committee

Priorities – R/G rather than R

Internal audit as consultant

Internal audit as investigator
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Business benefits (1)

Talking to and addressing the senior management 
agenda:

Understanding the operational decisions’ context 

Differentiating your operational risks

Assessing past problems

Knowing where you are now

Allocation of capital on an OR basis

Getting the right information

The Alternative:                                            
The business dies – either slowly or suddenly
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Business benefits (2)

But get it right and you have significantly 
improved business optimisation:

And, you don’t have to pay the lawyers!
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People risk (1)

Operational risk is the risk of loss from 
inadequate or failed internal processes, people
and systems or from external events.
‘Operational risk is an attempt to frame the 
unframeable, to assuage the fear about the 
uncontrollable rogue others and to tame the 
man-made monsters [of the financial system]’ 
(Michael Power 2009)
’80% of operational risk is down to human error 
or management failure.’ (J. Howitt, PRMIA, 2004)
People need a sense of belonging – herd instinct

> the crisis
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People risk (2)

The people risk of risk management

The people risk of the CEO

The people risk role of the CEO

Culture > what we mean by excellent 
behaviour

The CEO’s behaviour (tone from the top)
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People risk controls and indicators

Behaviours and objectives as drivers for key 
people risk controls

Selection

Appraisal and performance management

Training

Reward

Succession planning

People risk indicators
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People risk and HR

Is HR transactional or a risk function?

Much risk is managed by good HR.  How much is 
managed by a good HR department?

Understanding and predicting risk is highly 
dependent on understanding human and 
organisational behaviour.  HR has a role as senior 
management’s guide.

Would the HR Director be on the short-list for 
CEO or COO?
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All risks should be viewed through a people lens
and all people issues viewed through a risk lens

Good people management
is good risk management 

is good operational risk management
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Advancing the OR Framework:
Qualitative modelling

Section Agenda

What might be the problems?

What data do we need?

Garbage in – garbage out

How might it work?

Useful reports

Other ideas
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Ideally we will want to ...

Use our existing data

Mathematically link risks and controls

Introduce practical risk management

• Convert the qualitative risk scores to 
monetary values

• See by how much (monetary amount) our 
controls reduce our risk profile

• Prioritise actions by monetary risk impact

Not wait until we have achieved reasonable 
loss collection  
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Using qualitative analysis –
problems or benefits

Business judgement is good indicator of 
future – all businesses still use this

Control failure assessment is directly linked 
to anticipated risks

More directly assess high impact/low 
likelihood risks specific to your firm

Provide quantitative challenge to subjective 
RCA

Use your RCA data
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What data is needed        
for qualitative analysis?

Standard risk and control assessment data:

Risk impact

Risk likelihood 

Risk correlations

Controls and their performance 
characteristics 

� Design, performance, key control, 
preventative, detective, mitigation 
effectiveness
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Challenge Input

Challenge and revise risk impact scores –
experts differ in their opinion

Challenge assigned likelihood – availability 
bias is of significant concern

Challenge control assessments– control 
owners tend to over estimate efficiency and 
risk owners underestimate

Review the results and revisit the model 
inputs
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How might it work?

Set up generic RCA data ranges

Compile risks and assign likelihood frequency  
and impact

Compile controls and assign failure 
probabilities

Assign controls to risks

Apply correlations between risks if known

Run Monte Carlo Simulation

Assimilate Results and Reports
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Potential gross and net loss Figure 8.7 
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Potential control benefits Figure 8.8
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Risk owner results Figure 8.9
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Highest potential residual risks Figure 8.10
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Best and worst controls Figure 8.11
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Output Challenges 

Highest residual risks: do we need better 
controls or is this level irreducible?

Lowest residual risks: are these realistic or is 
reality different?

Best performing controls: do we need them 
to be this good or can we allocate resources 
somewhere else for more effective overall 
control?

Worst performing controls: are these the 
ones we want to be the worst?

Risk owners:  are these the ones for whom 
the firm has the biggest appetite?
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Business Benefits 

Utilises already available RCA data

Focuses the business on: 
• Risk and control challenge

• Top residual risks

• Risk owners

• Worst performing controls

• Best performing controls

Clarifies order for control improvements

Directs business managers to monetary gains for  
enhancing risk and control environment

Enables firms to investigate the sensitivity of their risk 
and control profile to change; change that cannot be 
calculated or seen intuitively with a spreadsheet
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Support scenario analysis

Stress test risks and/or controls to see the impact of changes 
such as:

All risks in a certain area (eg. payments) 
increasing in severity by 10%, combined with 
a reduction in control effectiveness by 15% 
for all controls relating to reconciliations

Assess the impact of a new business that 
gives rise to new or different risks

Assess the P/L benefit of introducing a new 
control

o e.g. perhaps a new control is scheduled to be introduced 
next FY due to budget constraints.  Modelling enables 
users to investigate the benefit of it being introduced 
earlier
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Contact details

www.masteringoperationalrisk.com

Tony Blunden

Tel:  +44 (0) 207 826 9001

Fax: +44 (0) 207 256 5795

Mob:+44 (0) 770 325 7480

e-mail: tony.blunden@chasecooper.com

John Thirlwell

Tel:  +44 (0) 208 386 8019

Mob:+44 (0) 781 382 9362

e-mail: info@johnthirlwell.co.uk


